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ABSTRACT 

The prevalence of violence exhibited in the home has been identified as one cause of 

behavior problems in children. The cun-ent study explored the behavior differences, 

which may be associated with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, in children from violent 

homes versus those from nonviolent homes using self-reports of 8 school counselors. The 

participants were asked a series of 17 questions answered with open-ended responses. 

Qualitative research methods were used to analyze the responses given by the 

participants. The results showed similarities in many areas such as anger and aggressive 

behaviors exhibited in children from violent homes, ways violence in homes are 

identified, PTSD symptoms related to violence in the home, and interventions used with 

both children and parents who are in a violent home. 
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CHAPTER I 

I NTRODUCTION 

Chil d ren display many type s of behav ioral p robl ems at 

school . Some exa mpl es of these behaviors have been 

identified as hyperactivity, impulsiveness, antisocial 

beha v ior , immature social skills, uncooperativeness in 

group s, temper tantrums, aggression, using profanity, and 

i rritability, to name a few (Thompson & Rudolph, 2000; 

Coleman, 1986). According to Thompson & Rudolph, (2000), 

children with emotional and behavioral problems: 

Ex h i bit an inabjlity to learn that cannot be explained 

by other factors such as intellectual, sensory, or 

health problems; an inability to form satisfactory 

interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers, 

inappropriate displays of feelings or behavior, 

perv asive unhappiness or depression, or the 

development of physical symptoms associated with 

personal or school problems. (p. 486) 

They also noted that the problems must occur over an 

extended period of time and interfere with school 

achiev ement. 

Beha v i o r problems in children may have many roots. 

The three maj o r categories of causes were identified by 

Coleman (1996 ), as genetic, biochemical / neurological, and 



mp r ament factor s . Gene tic factors are thos e t hat are 

i nher i ted from our families . A study comparing behavior 

problems in very young children and sex differences (Prior , 

Smart, Sanson, & Oberklaid, 1993) found that infant / toddler 

boys had more behavioral problems, when compared to girls 

such as colic, sleep, and crying. The researchers 

suggested an inherited cause of the behavioral problems 

since they were present from birth. 

Biochemical and neurological factors are also 

identified as possible causes for behavior problems and 

disorders. There may be differences in the amounts of and 

sensitivities to various neurotransmitters in some children 

who exhibit behavior problems. One study noted behavioral 

problems such as hyperactivity and impulsiveness may be 

produced by excessive dopamine excitation (Young, 2002). 

The second is organic causes such as brain abnormalities. 

The third area of causation is metabolic factors such as 

v itamin deficiencies, food allergies, and food additives 

(Coleman, 1996), which may possibly lead to problems in 

behavior. One study linked hyperactivity, inattentiveness, 

and impulsiv ity in children to a deficiency in essential 

fatty acids (Quinn, 1997). 

The last area Coleman (1996) noted as a factor that 

may affect behaviors were temperament factors. These are 



behavior styles of children that are affected by innate 

tendencies and by environmental factors. Children are 

thought to have certain temperaments, but these can be 

modified by other factors in the child's life. 

Several studies also identify possible environmental 

reasons why children have behavior problems. A study done 

on parents spanking their children was conducted to see if 

spanking could be related to antisocial behavior in 

children (Straus, 1997). The researchers reported finding 

a relationship between antisocial behavior in children who 

were spanked by their parents. Another study examined the 

link between early drug use in adolescents and behavioral 

problems (Early Use, 2001) finding that early marijuana use 

predicted an increase of aggression and distress later in 

an adolescent's life. 

Several other studies have linked behavioral problems 

in children to things such as anemia (Anemia and mental 

problems, 2000), lead exposure (Lead and behavior, 1999), 

playing video games (Behavioral Problems, 1993), and 

socioeconomic status of the parents (Ko, 2000; Kalff et. 

al, 2001). One potential cause of behavioral problems in 

children is violence in the home. 

The prevalence of violence in our country has been 

widely discussed and researched (Fritz, 2000; Kernic et. 



al, 2002; Kracke, 2001; Lemmey et. al, 2001; Schuler & 

Nair, 2001; & Szyndrowski, 1999). More specifically, 

violence in the home has been a great concern. It has been 

noted in several studies (Fritz, 2000; Kracke, 2001; 

Szyndrowski, 1999) that between 3.3 and 25 million children 

are exposed to violence in their homes each year. This 

violence may inv olve a child witnessing the abuse of a 

parent or may be the abuse of the child themselv es. 

Violence in the homes of children has been linked to 

behavioral problems in chi l dren i n numerous studi es, as 

discussed below . The re s e arch no t ed sev e ral physica l and 

psychological s ymptoms of c hildren who a re expo s e d to 

v iolence. Several studie s relat e exposur e to violen ce with 

symptoms including withdrawal, depression, anxiety , 

i rritability , and low self-esteem (Fritz , 2000 ; Kracke, 

200 1; Lemmey et. a l, 2 0 01 ; Schuler & Nai r, 2001 ; 

Szyndrowski, 1 999) . Al s o , abus ed children c ommit t wice as 

many crimes as n onabu s ed c hildren . Ac c ording t o 

Szyndrowski (1 9 99), be tween 50 a nd 7 5 percent of males who 

abuse their spouse had also been abused as a child. 

Sometimes the effects on c h ildren f r om v iolent homes 

can be so sev ere that it results in Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder symptoms. Recurrent nightmares, flashbackS, and 

serious behavioral problems, such as violence and 



aggr ssion owards others were noted in t wo s tudies ha 

looked at Post Traumatic Stress symptoms i n children f rom 

v iolent homes (Graham-Bermann & Levendosky, 1998 ; Fisher, 

1999) • Both of t hese studies noted that these symptoms 

affect the children in many areas of thei r lives, 

espec i ally school . 

An article on exposure to violence in children 

(Kracke, 2001) stated that children who witness violence 

have a greater chance of becoming violent themselves. A 

study measuring school issues among children from homes 

where their mothers were abused found that the children 

from v iolent homes were more likely to be absent from 

school and to be suspended from school. Also, these 

children had lower GPA scores than children from nonabusive 

homes and had more reported behavioral problems (Kernic et. 

al, 2002). Aggressive behavior in the children was the 

main behavioral problem noted in the study. 

Present Study 

Thi s overview leads us to the current study. This 

study specifically researched behavior problems in children 

who c ome from violent homes compared to behavior problems 

in ch ildren from non-violent homes. This area has not been 

looked at closely enough to accurately distinguish between 

the two , al t hough it has been shown that aggressive and 



vio lent behavi or are t wo behavioral problems s een 

specifically in children from violent homes (Kernic et. al, 

2002 ). Other behavior problems such as hyperactivity, 

ina t tentiveness, and impulsivity may be more common 

behavior problems in children who are not from violent 

homes. 

This study is important in identifying problem 

behav iors so that school counselors, teachers, school 

psychologists and others may help children in a troubled 

and violent environment. If the signs are identified and 

correctly labeled, they can be recognized and children may 

be helped early enough to prevent or minimize long term 

damage. 

The current study was designed to study the thoughts 

and perspectives of school counselors. The counselors were 

asked a series of questions. The questions ranged from 

their own professional experience to the behavior problems 

they observed from children known to be from violent homes 

and those not from violent homes. The behaviors were those 

observed in a school setting due to the participants used 

in the study, school counselors. 

There were several variables operationalized for this 

study . Behav ioral problems were identified as any behavior 

that causes a physical or emotional disturbance to the 



child t hemselve s or to the children d h · aroun t em in the 

school env ironment. The problem behaviors may be noticed 

by teachers/others in the classroom or on th 1 d e p aygroun, 

for example. Teachers may refer the students to the school 

counselor where they will draw their own conclusions about 

the behaviors of the child. Post Traumatic stress symptoms 

were identified as the severe problems such as flashbacks, 

aggression, intense fear, helplessness, or shaking and 

sweating, that students exhibit in school that may hinder 

their capabilities in class. Violence in the home may be 

identified in several manners. A list of signs of child 

abuse will be used, from a book written by Baker (2000), to 

identify violence in the home. These signs are extensive 

bruises or patterns of bruises, burns or burn patterns, 

lacerations, welts, or abrasions, and injuries inconsistent 

wi th information offered. Parental reports to the school 

and legally documented abuse by authorities may also 

constitute violence in the home. 

The purpose of the study was to find answers to 

several questions. The first question was : "What are some 

specific observed behaviors children who have been 

identified as coming from violent homes may exhibit?" The 

second was: "Are there any specific perceived differences 

in the behavioral problems of children from violent homes 



versus children from nonviolent homes? If so, what are 

those perceived behav ior differences?" The third question 

was: "Are symptoms which are usually associated with Post 

Tr aumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) prevalent i n ch ildren from 

violent homes who have behav ior probl ems a t school?" 

In this study school counselors were selec ted f r om 

Montgomery County , Tenne s see. The couns elors were 

cert ifi ed and had been employed in a schoo l sett i ng for a t 

l east one ful l calendar school year . They were given an 

open- ended questionnaire, der ived specif i ca l ly fo r this 

study, to f ill out and r eturn to the r esearche r . The 

ques t ions included experience of the counselors in the area 

of behavior problems, i dentifying behavior problems in 

children, simi larities and differences in behaviors of 

chi ldren from vio lent versus nonviolent homes, and any 

symptoms usually ass ociated with Post Traumatic St ress 

Syndrome that the counse lors or teacher s can identi f y i n 

the chi l dren. 

A qualitative r esear ch method wa s us ed to analyze the 

data . It allowed the use o f open-ended questions rather 

than choos i ng from an a l ready ex i s t i ng survey or 

ques tionnai re . An open-ended pers onal respons e from 

. . . . d eriences was des ired participants on t heir feeling s an exp 

. . 1 · method whi ch pu ts rather t han a quantita t i ve da ta ana ysis ' 



more emphasis on labeling with numbers. After all of the 

data was collected it was broken down according to the 

responses given. Similar responses were put into similar 

domains based on the opinions of a group of professors and 

the researcher. Some of the procedures explained are 

standard in Consensual Qualitative Research, but some were 

modified for the purposes of this study (Hill, Thompson, & 

Williams, 2000). 



Participants 

CHAPTER II 

METHODS 

The participants in th t d es u Y were 8 school counselors 

from the Montgomery County School System in Clarksville, 

Tennessee. The participants consisted of two white males, 

t wo African American females, and four white female 

counselors. Their ages ranged from 34-46 years. The 

median age of the participants was 40. Their years of 

experience in school counseling totaled more than 40 years 

all together. Their other job experiences included a 

number of jobs, such as special education teacher, regular 

education teacher, job corps, alcohol and drug counselor, 

day care provider, girls softball coach, den leader for the 

cub scouts, Head Start director, crisis counselor, domestic 

violence director at a shelter, family counselor, at-risk 

youth counselor, and a state custody worker. Seven of the 

participants had obtained master's level degrees and one 

had a Ph.D. 

Materials 

A list of 17 questions was derived by the researcher 

from information gathered in literature reviews and with 

the consultation of professors monitoring the study. The 

pr ofessionals were asked what questions they perceived to 



be useful to gain information about behav iors of children. 

The questions were rev iewed by the h researc er's faculty 

supervisor to narrow down the best ques tions and the best 

way to ask the questions. 

One of the specific quest ions asked if t h e 

part i c i pant had wor k e d with c hildren identified to come 

from vio lent homes and , if they had, what were some of the 

behaviora l problems they observed in t ho se children . 

Another que s tion asked the partic i pants to compare 

behavioral problems in children c oming from v iolent homes 

to those that do not c ome f r om violen t home s , ba s ed on 

their own experiences. The fi al list of que s tions appears 

in Appendix A. 

The questionna ire had no real reliability or alid ity 

because it had nev er been used before . D' ffere t 

information can be g a thered from using a quali at · e method 

rather than other me thods beca se of he use of ope - ended 

questions. Specifically , it may be ore explora tory due to 

the open-ended question fo rmat. 

Design and Procedure 

· db th ontgomery County School Approval was obtaine y e 

· bei·ng distributed to the Board prior to the questionnaires 

participants. Approval was then obtained from individual 

school princ ipal s to di s tribute the material s at the ir 



school . A total of twenty-nine packets were distributed to 

guidance secreta r i e s, or equivalent, in the county on 

various l evels including elementary, middle, and high 

s chools. The secretaries were then asked to distribute the 

Packets to each counselor at thei' r · respective schools. The 

purpose was to lessen any coercion the participants may 

feel to participate in the study. The packets contained a 

letter asking for the school counselor's participation in 

the study and explained the purposes of the study, an 

informed consent form, a demographic questionnaire 

(Appendix B), and the questionnaire for the study (Appendix 

A) . 

The packets were returned to the researcher via 

postage paid envelopes enclosed in their packets. Eight 

packets were received back to the researcher. All were used 

to analyze the results of the study. 

The process of analysis, as mentioned earlier, was a 

modified version of the Consensual Qualitative Research 

Method used by Hill, Thompson, & Williams (2000). The data 

was broken down by each question and then further broken 

into similar domains based on the participant responses. 

The similar responses were grouped together and then a name 

was given for each domain. The domains were then compared 



and contrasted with each other and with in each domain 

itself . 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The data received from the · participants was broken 

down into several domains based on similarities in the 

data. There were several domains noted in the study such as 

anger and violence as coping strategies, reporting 

strategies, level and severity key differences in 

behaviors, violence as a learned behavior, and aggression 

and fear as common PTSD symptoms. 

Domain 1: Anger And Violence As Coping Strategies 

The participants were asked what kinds of behaviors 

are exhibited specifically in children from violent homes. 

The participants consistently responded that they observed 

aggressive, violent, and angry behaviors from these 

children. There were many other behaviors noted, but 

aggression, anger, and violence came up in seven out of the 

eight responses given by the participants. It seems that 

these behaviors are a common theme in the responses. Also, 

aggression, anger, and violence were noted by the 

participants to be the main difference between children 

from violent homes and those who were not from violent 

homes. Half of the participants responded that this was 

the main difference. The following are some illustrations 



of the domain of violence and anger being used as a coping 

s t rategy. 

Respondent 1 

Typi cal behaviors include taking out frustration / anger 

generated from adverse home environment on other 

children. One student routinely misbehaves on the 

bus. When disciplined, the student becomes defensive. 

The student won't let the incident pass. They make it 

worse by not doing class work, talking rudely to the 

teacher and classmates, and disobeying rules. Another 

student will act overtly when instructed to do 

something they do not want to do. I believe the 

student's home environment serves as an example to him 

of proper behavior when confronted with stressful 

stimuli. 

Respondent 2 

I am counseling a student on an ongoing basis. The 

student is one mentioned who comes from a violent 

home. The student is a very pleasant person until 

· The student then acts they do not get their own way. 

out by throwing things, yelling, disobeying the 

teacher, etc. When this is brought up, his expression 

1 t to defensive. changes suddenly from p easan 



Respondent 3 

Mom beat the student with a belt. The mom was beat by 

The child came to school after an dad with the belt. 

incident and acted out by · using aggressive behavior 

such as hitting, yelling, and cursing. 

Respondent 4 

A child had been up all night due to parents fighting. 

The child comes to school and falls asleep in class. 

They become angry and don't want to be awakened. They 

do not complete school work and curse the teacher out. 

There were also other behaviors reported from the 

participants besides aggression, anger, and violence 

towards others. Other behaviors observed in children from 

violent homes were low self-esteem, disrespecting 

authority, not doing class work, disobeying rules, limited 

vocabulary of feeling words, passivity, and secretiveness 

about violence at home. 

Domain 2: Reporting Strategies 

The participants were asked how the violence was 

identified in the students with whom they work. The main 

response given was that the child themselves will often 

report the violence at home. In the instances reported by 

the counselors, the children had told the counselors about 

the v iolence. All eight of the school counselors 



participating in the study acknowledged that student 

reports, although not in all cases, do occur at times. 

The other response given by the participants was that 

the v iolence was identified through the Department of 

Children's Services (DCS). The police may have been 

involved or someone else reported the violence in order to 

get DCS involved. This response was given by half of the 

participants. Some examples of how the violence in the 

homes of the children was identified are given in the 

following paragraphs. 

Respondent 1 

The documented evidence that the child came from a 

v iolent home came to me through police reports and 

report s from the student themselves . 

The violence was identif ied through DCS and Foster 

care reports. 

Respondent 2 

h 1 level l'f there are not physical At the high sc oo 

• 11 identified through signs then violence is usua Y 

self-reporting of the student. 

Respondent 3 

to Des, from teachers, and from Through referrals 

students themselves. 



Respondent 4 

Violence in the home is 11 
usua Y identified by the 

student, a parent, a neighbor f , or rom the local 

newspaper. Sometimes DCS is involved or a mental 

health agency. 

Domain 3: Level And Severity Key Difference In Behavi ors 

The participants were asked to give their perceptions 

of observed differences between children who were from 

vi olent homes compared to those from nonviolent homes. The 

first difference noted wa s that anger and aggression seem 

to be more prevalent in chi ldren from violent homes, as 

noted in the firs t domain . 

There did appear to be one other consistent response 

given to this question. That is that the level, 

occurrence , and severity of a behavior problem are observed 

to be higher for a child who comes from a violent home . 

Note that there were two participants who reported seeing 

no differences in behavior problems . The following 

responses relate to this domain. 

Respondent 1 

(Referring to behavior problems of children from 

nonviolent homes), silliness, name calling, disobeying 

rules, and not participating in class, but not nearly 

to the extent that children from viol ent homes do. 



Respondent 2 

Children from nonviolent homes tend to b 
e more stable. 

Respondent 3 

Many or most of the students at a particular school 

will act out occasionally by lk' ta ing back to a 

teacher, arguing with another student, not wanting to 

cooperate and do their school work, or · minor things of 

this nature. 

The participants seemed to give similar reactions to 

that question. The counselors did report finding a 

difference between the behaviors of children from violent 

homes and those from nonviolent homes. 

Domain 4: Violence As A Learned Behavior 

The participants were asked if they believed the 

problem behaviors exhibited at school were specifically 

related to violence in their homes. Five of the 

participants stated in some way that they believe that 

violence is a learned behavior and that children model what 

they see at home. Although not even a specific focus of 

the study, the responses were consistently given by the 

participants. The following responses show how the 

participants related learned behavior and modeling parental 

behavior to behaviors at school. 



Respondent 1 

I believe the students in 
question react the way they 

see their parents behave. When students do not 

respect authority, I believe they learn that 

somewhere. In the ca f se o dysfunctional families, the 

source of that learned behavior is home. 

Respondent 2 

Children relate to what they know. 

Respondent 3 

I believe that children mimic what they see. 

Respondent 4 

Problem behaviors are not always related to living in 

a violent unstable environment, but many times the 

fighting at home is a contributing factor to a child 

acting out at school. 

Respondent 5 

Yes, I believe children can learn to be physically 

aggressive towards others by being in environments 

where aggressive violent behaviors are common. 

Violent behaviors are not tolerated in school and if 

they are a learned trait then it would make sense that 

children are learning to be aggressive or violent 

somewhere else. I can think of several different 

children that I work with here at school who have a 



tendency to become excessively angry 
and sometimes 

violent and have parents h h 
w O ave been arrested for 

domestic assault against th · 
eir spouse or significant 

other. 

As stated above, the responses obtained from the 

participants were not directly asked in any question. The 

data is consistent among most of the participants. 

Domain 5: Aggression And Fear as Common PTSD Symptoms 

The participants were asked about their experiences 

with children from violent homes who may have exhibited 

PTSD symptoms. First, six of the participants noted that 

they believed that the PTSD symptoms they observed in the 

children were related to violence in the homes of the 

children. Secondly, half of the participants responded 

that they had seen PTSD symptoms of either aggression or 

fear in a child from a violent home. The following 

responses related to this domain. 

Respondent 1 

Usually just aggression is seen as a symptom of PTSD. 

Fear is displayed, but masked by "bullying" or 

"attitude." 

Respondent 2 

Yes, in the earlier incident where the child had been 

a belt by the mother, the student had beaten with 



aggression after the b eating. Th ey were removed from 

the home, but placed b k 
ac in the home at a later date. 

Before going home, the student d' 1 isp ayed intense fear. 

Respondent 3 

Shaking is more common with the people I have worked 

with. Sometimes it is out of fear but more commonly 

out of anger at the situation or per s on who i s 

involv ed. 

Respondent 4 

Yes , the PTSD s ymp tom I s ee is primar i ly agg r ess ion 

and takes it ou t on other peopl e. I ha e also s een 

intense fear i n s tuden t s . 

There was great variat ion among the PTSD symptoms 

obs erved by the par ticipan t s . Symptoms from shaking, fear , 

and a masking s ort of "bu llyi g" beha ior ,ere noted . 

Although the s ymptoms noted ere differen , there as s till 

consistency about t he pres ence of PTSD symp oms in children 

f r om violent homes. 

Domain 6 : Counseling, DC S , And Referra l s For He l ping 

The participants we r e asked how they had been able to 

help students who had c ome from viol ent homes . The 

participants gave a variety of responses , butt O common 

d Fl· rst, fi ve of the response s emerged from the ata. 

h d been able to he l p students 
participant s noted that they a 



through individual counseling at sch 1 00 • Four of the 

Participants responded that they had be bl en a e to contact 

DCS in order to get the child help. Also, four of the 

participants responded that they had been able to make 

outside referrals to mental health professionals or 

agencies in order to get the child help. The following 

responses are related to this domain. 

Respondent 1 

Individual Counseling . By let ting the children ta l k 

about the issues concerning t hem. I have had to call 

DCS from time to time . Each couns eling s e ss ion i s 

different. I let the studen t take the lead, and go 

from there. 

Respondent 2 

I called DCS and t he poli c e about the incide t hen 

child was beaten with the belt . I counseled the child 

and gave them empathy . 

Respondent 3 

I think the HUMAN factor. 1 have an open door poli cy 

with students and I let them know they can come in 

anytime . One on one counse l ing and Our only tools are 

referral to outside agencies if necessary . 



Respondent 4 

I help the children 1 
earn cool down strategies and 

behavior contracts. 
We have lessons each day from the 

school counselor that center around character 

education and lend itself to respecting others rights 

as citizens, etc. We have a cl' · 1 · inica social worker 

two days a week who works with the students and 

families(that qualify) on vari·ous · · 1 issues inc uding 

aggressive or violent behaviors. There i s a 

Centerstone worker who teaches an entire curri culum 

based on violence prevention to 3rd graders weekly . 

Some of the other r espons e s given in this area were 

that the participants had been able to help the children 

through small counsel ing groups in school, character 

education lessons, and t ha t they felt they had no tools to 

help the children. 

Domain 7: Meetings As Par enta l Interventions 

The participants were asked if or how they were able 

to get the parents involved in i nt erven t ions to address the 

behav ior problems of children who come f rom viol ent homes. 

Al h i·n thi' s doma i n were no t as simi lar, tough the responses 

there were a couple of consistent responses. 

that Phone calls or meetings 
The first consistency was 

Wi.th li'kely interventions to be the parents were the most 



used by the participants. The next were that parents in 

these types of homes or · situations do not always respond 

well to interventions. There seemed to be a lot of 

question in the minds of the participants when answering 

this question. The following responses related to this 

domain. 

Respondent 1 

That's touchy. I've found that parents from violent 

homes don't respond to interventions. A meeting with 

the parents and at least one administrator is usually 

appropriate. 

Respondent 2 

Still working on this one. Traditional approaches 

(conferences, meetings) seem ineffective. 

Respondent 3 

Sometimes that is the most dif f icul t because the 

parent is sometimes part of the cycle of v iolence. We 

set up parent teacher conferences and try to keep a 

closer eye on students throughout the school year, but 

it is a basic day-by-day working relationship. 

Respondent 4 

to express Concerns and given them 
I've called parents 

referrals for counseling and suggestions for 

interventions . 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

There we r e a number of simil 't• . 
ari ies in the responses 

given by the participants. A d' 
s iscussed earlier, those 

similarities led to the composition of th d . . e omains in the 

results section. The domains, or similarities in data 
I 

were the use of anger and aggression as coping strategies 

in children from violent homes, the ways violence in the 

home are identified, modeling parental behavior, and ways 

to intervene and help children from violent homes, 

including contacting the parents. There were a variety of 

responses given to each question. It is clear that the 

participants did agree on many different issues concerning 

children from violent homes and their behaviors at school. 

The purpose of this study was to gain more knowledge 

in the area of behavior problems in children from violent 

homes. The goal was also to gain more insight into three 

research questions. One of the research questions asked 

was what specific behaviors children who have been 

The identified as coming from violent homes may exhibit. 

results showed that many of the participants believed that 

aggression, violence, and anger towards other people were 

the ma in behav iors exhibited by children who come from 

violent homes. There were other behaviors noted in 
th

e 
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respons e s , but those listed abov 
e were the most 

consistently repor ted by the . participants. 

Another of the research 
questions asked if there were 

any specific perceived differences in the b h . 
e avior problems 

of children from violent versus childre f . 
n rom nonviolent 

homes. It was also asked if there were perceived 

differences that the participants describe them. The 

answer to this question was a little more difficult and not 

quite as clear. Although half of the participants agreed 

that the aggressive and violent behaviors were more common 

in children from violent homes versus nonviolent homes, 

there were two participants who perceived no differences 

between the two groups. This would be an area for more 

research, though it is hard to point at exactly what 

differences or similarities are common between the two 

groups of children. 

The last research question asked if symptoms that are 

usually associated with PTSD were prevalent in children 

from violent homes who have behavior problems at school. 

Many of the participants in this study related the 

Saw exhi'bi'ted in children from aggression and fear they 

violent homes to PTSD. Whether the two It is hard to say 

having an expert come in to are actually related without 

actua lly diagnose PTSD. The symptoms could be aggression 



or fear, not severe enough to b 
e an actual sign of 

something a s s er ious as PTSD. 
On the other hand, there 

could i ndeed be some sort of relationship between 
violence 

i n the home and PTSD symptoms. 
Their responses do relate 

to the study by Graham-Bermann & Levendowsky ,1998 ), which 

showed that children from violent environments with PTSD 

symptoms showed an increased amount of externalizing 

behaviors such as aggression, withdrawal, and depression. 

LH 

There were other similarities in the data, which did 

not even relate to the purposes of the study, that were 

interesting. The consistencies in responses about beliefs 

that behavior is learned from modeling through parents was 

unexpected. The researcher was not looking for this, but 

it emerged through the questions asked of the participants. 

The participants believed that violent behaviors in 

children are often related to, if not a direct cause of, 

violence in the homes of the children. This is in direct 

agreement with the study conducted by Bandura, Ross, & Ross 

h t Odel behavior of (1961), where children were sown om 

adults, specifically aggressive behavior. There were some 

. h . 1 t behavior noted such other potential causes forte vio en 

h environment seems to as the media and peers, but the ome 

be most important in the participant responses. 



Another finding in the study was the way that the 
violence in the home was identified. The violence was 
mostly identified by student reports, DCS, or police 

reports. All the participants agreed that 
children would 

report the incidents themselves, though not always. It 

would depend on the child and the situation. If that is 

true, then there may be a whole range of children who are 

not willing to report the violence for some reason or 

another. Reaching those children could be a main priority 

for school counselors. 
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The last finding of the study was the tools school 

counselors have at their disposal to help children who come 

from violent homes, including parental involvement. The 

counselors seemed to express the most uncertainty in this 

area. The consistent response was that the tools they had 

were individual counseling, DCS, or outside referrals. 

Only one counselor reported actually having specific 

intervention methods for children in violent environments. 

The intervention method reported by this participant 

1 t the 3~ graders included a social worker teaching essons 0 

· In the study done by on violence prevention strategies. 

Aber, Brown, & Jones (2003), results indicated that 

1 on conflict children whose teachers taught more essons 

resolution had more positive changes in their social-
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emotiona l development. The lessons were 
a predictor for a 

move away from aggression and v· 1 io ence. The lessons noted 

by the counselor in the current study are i'n 
direct 

agreement with the 2003 study, and may be 
very useful in 

dealing with children from violent homes, 
especially those 

children who choose not to report the incidents themselves. 

The rest of the counselors seemed to be doing the 

best they could, but yet they were not sure if it was 

enough. They expressed a lack of parental involvement and 

therefore used meetings or phone calls to the parent. This 

may be a problem because the parents who may be violent 

themselves or having violence directed at them, may need 

help along with the child. Reaching the parents appears 

extremely beneficial in trying to help the children, yet 

that is where the counselors reported the most 

inconsistencies in responses. Two counselors responded 

that they did not feel they had any tools to help the child 

or the parents in a violent situation. 

There were two studies (Fisher, 1999; Kernic et. al, 

2002) that showed the importance of referring a child 

exposed to violence to a trained and qualified professional 

soon after the violent event happens. It was shown that 

TSD symptoms in 
early intervention reduces or eliminates P 

children. S
chool counselors need to be 

As professionals, 



aware of the s e things. 
The school counselors in thi's study 

seemed to be aware of their 
own limitations. Their 

responses indicated that they refe d rre to other 

professionals often. It is always helpful to be 
reminded of 

what we need to do as professionals for our students, 

especially in a school setting where things are changing so 

rapidly. 

There have been other intervention methods attempted 

in order to prevent violent behaviors in children (Kracke, 

2001; Pettit & Dodge, 2003; Violence in Familes, 1998), but 

none have been the perfect answer to finding a clear 

intervention for children and parents coming from violent 

situations. This is an area that needs further research. 

It will most likely be a continuous struggle, as the needs 

of children seem to change so rapidly. Finding a useful, 

clear technique would be very beneficial, especially for 

counselors in a school setting. 

Limitations 

The current study had several limitations. First, the 

size of the sample was quite small. Even though the me th0d 

, k statements from a was qualitative, it is hard to ma e any 

sample size of only eight. However, the experience, age, 

was very diverse for race, and gender of the participants 

h d a great deal 
only eight participants. The counselors a 



in common, but all brought something 
different in their 

respons e s to the questions . 

This leads to the second lim't t· 
i a ion of the study. It 

would have been extremely beneficial had the 
methodology 

used interviews rather than questionnaires. 
Much more 

information could have been gained thro h. . . 
ug interviewing. 

The researcher would have been able to have the 

participants expand on their responses and would have 

gotten different, more detailed, and more specific 

information. 

Also, being able to interview or talk with par ent s and 

children who are or have been in violent home envi r onment s 

would have greatly enhanced the validity and rel i abi lity of 

the study. Perceptions of school counselors , a lthough a 

very important component of identifying behavior s at 

school, are only a part of the process, espec i a lly when it 

comes to interventions. It would be much more helpful if 

par ents and children could be part of t he process t o hel p 

r educe incidences of violence and behavior pr obl ems at 

school. 
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APPENDIX A 



Appendix A 

l) How long have you been a school 
counselor and on what 

grade levels have you worked? 

2) What other experience have you had i'n 
working with 

children? 

3) Do you feel that you are qualified 
to identify behavior 

Problems in children? If h so, w at experience and/or 

education have you obtained in identifying behavior 

problems in children? Please explain. 

4) Have you worked with any children who were identified as 

being from a "violent" home? If so, what behavior 

problems have these children exhibited? Can you 

describe a couple of specific situations when a child 

reacted adversely after being exposed to a violent 

situation the night before or the morning of school? 

5) Do you believ e the problem behaviors exhibited at school 

were specifically related to living in a violent 

environment? 

6) Why do you think these behaviors were specifically 

h · h s? Is there related to the violence int e1r ome · 

Chl'ld's home is a violent documented evidence that the 

environment? 
. i'n as much detail as Please explain 

. of the client . · · d tity possible without revealing the i en 



?) Have you counseled children from 
violent homes with 

behavior problems this year? 
If so, please explain. 

S) How is the violence in the homes 
of these children 

identified? 

9) In other children (from · 
nonviolent homes) what behavior 

problems are common? 

10) Do you see any similarities and/or differences in the 

behaviors exhibited from children living in a nonviolent 

home compared to violent homes? Please explain your 

answer. 

11) Have you seen any Post Traumatic Stress symptoms in any 

of the children from violent homes? These symptoms 

include flashbacks, aggression, intense fear, 

helplessness, sweating, and shaking. If so, please 

explain specific symptoms displayed and when they were 

displayed. 

12) Would you say that the Post Traumatic Stress Disorders 

were related to being exposed to violence at home? Why 

or why not? 

13) What percentage of students in ISS would you identify as 

coming from a violent home? 

1 a child's behavior at 
14) How have you been able to he P 

school when violence is prevalent at home? 
Please 



explain in detail how you have b 
een able to help t ha t 

child. 

15) Do you have counseling groups , guidance l essons , 
or any 

other tools specifically addressing the needs of 

children from violent homes? I s yes , p l ease exp l a in the 

tool s in more detail and how they have he lped the 

children if t hey have been s uccess ful . 

l6 ) How do you ge t parents involved in intervent io s 0 

address the behav i or problems of children f r o io et 

homes? Pl ease expla in i n as much de t a il a s possible . 

17) If there i s any addit ional informa tion that yo old 

like to inc lude tha t is related to thi s st dy, p ease do 

so . 
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Appendix B 

Demographic Information 

sex: 

Race : 

Highest Educational Level Completed: 

Age: 

Length of Employment at current job: 

Length of Time Employed as a School Counselor: 



INFORMED CONSENT 

You are being asked to participate in the foll . 
owing research study: Exploring the 

Behaviors of Children from Violent Homes: Th p . 
e erspective of School Counselors. 

If You have any questions regarding thi s study or th· 1s consent form you ma ask the 

researchers li sted below. Also, you may contact the Office of Grant 
and Spon ored 

Research, P.O. Box 45 17, Austin Peay State University, Clark ille 

22 1-788 1 with questions about the rights of research part icipant . 

The principal investigator in thi s stud i Carmen Bi k . I an 

bieskec @hotmail.com or at 906-4891. Al o, Dr. Stuan B nnin I n, r ult 

(bonnin gtons@apsu.edu), may be contac ted for an qu ti n . 

The purpo e of this tudy i to obtain the thou ht 

be helped early enough to pre ent 

The enclosed que ti onn aire a k a 

044 , 9 1-

nt t d 

upervi r 

u \ 111 

a kcdabout your ex peri ence \\ith hildr n a a un I r and t 111 ut lh 

att ached demograph ic in fo 1111ati on form . O id ntifyino inf rmati 

clients should be revealed for the purpo nn 

on ent, along with the que tionnair , to th prin ipal re 

·1dd d to th qu t1·onnaire will , re se envelope. Your re pon e 
tran 

a secure locati on. All data that is publi hed or pre ent d will 
w ' lh l d 

. . I" t of the pa.ni ip nt. not re veal the ident ity of the part1 c1pant or the c ien 



J am looking for your honest responses to h . 
t ese questions Pl 

. . . ease answer them to 
the best of your ab1hty and knowledge, with as h . 

muc detaI! as possible. 
You do not have 

to answer any questions that you do not wish to answer. 
You may include additional 

information if you see it appropriate to the topics relat d h. 
e to t IS study. I foresee no 

potential risks from this study. However, i hope that the information gained t.h h 
roug your 

statements will be able to benefit children who may live • . 
m a potentially harmful 

environment. Any significant findings from this research w·ii b . 1 e pro 1ded to each 

participant. 

__ I have read and been informed of what the study is about, ,. h it i in d n and 

any risks or benefits involved. 

_I have been informed that I do not have to participate in thi tud I and m fu all 

parti cipate will result in no penalty or loss of ri ghts. 

_I agree to participate in this study and under tand that b a0 r in t ani i at 

have not given up any human 1ights . 

_I have been info1med that I have the right to , ithdrav m n nt and l P 

pa11icipating at any time during the study and all data oil t d from me' ill 

destroyed. 

. . d d I, ill not be penali z d or 
_If I choose to withdraw, that choice will be respecte an 

coerced to continue. 

I . · opy of this form . - have been informed that I will receive a c 



any questions or concerns about this study you ma h 
If you have contact t e principal 

archer Carmen Bieske, at 931-906-4891 or by e-mail at student rese ' , 

. k c@hotmail .com b1es e 

OR 

B nnington faculty supervi or, at 9 1-_ I- 4 or Dr. Stuart o ' a u edu 

. · ture Pa11ic1pan t igna 

Pnn tp::il Re. ar h r natur 



Carmen Bieske 

Austin Peay State U . . nivers1ty 

bieskec@hotmail.com 

931-906-4891 
School Counselor: 

Hello. My name is Carmen Bieske. I 
am a graduate student at Austin Peay State 

University currently in the School Counseling program Th . 
· e purpose of this letter is to 

ask for your participation in my thesis project interview that I -11 b . 
WI e conducting. The 

study is looking at the perceptions of school counselors on chi'ld h f ren w o come rom 

violent homes. I hope to use the data I collect to better understand certain observed 

behaviors of children who come from violent homes. In doing so, maybe we can find 

better ways to help these children and make their educational experience the best 

possible. 

If you agree to participate I would ask you to complete the enclosed consent form 

and questionnaires and return them to me in the postage paid, addressed envelopes which 

I have included. I ask that no information in the interviews would be identifying of 

your clients. I also ask that you answer the questions according to your knowledge and 

experiences as a school counselor. If you have additional information relevant to the 

study you may also include that on one of the questionnaires. 

. . • h' tudy There will be no You are in no way expected to part1c1pate mt is s · 

My contact information is located 
consequences for you if you choose not to participate. 

. . . . I ask that you complete the 
at the top of the letter. If you are interested m participatmg 



forms 

or tYP 

them to me at your convenience before February 23, 2004. Please print 
and return 

onses. Thank you. 
e your resp 

Sincerely, 

carrnen Bieske 



VITA 

Marie Bieske was born in Ch b carmen e oygan, Michigan, 

on July 29, 1978. She graduated from Cheboygan Area 

High school in 1996. She attended Central Michigan 

university, North Central Michigan University, and 

Grand valley State University where she graduat ed with 

a Bachelor's degree in Pre-professional Psychology in 

the spring of 2000. The degree in which she current y 

· 1.· n School Counseling. pursues 1.s 
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